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For some time, we have been studying Schur algebras and related
w xalgebras by a technique of descent from algebraic groups 9]13 . In the
case of a Schur algebra, one can then, by a further technique of descent
 w x.described in 17, Chap. 6 , go on to study the group algebra of the
corresponding symmetric group. The main inputs from algebraic group
theory are the various homological properties of the induction functor
G  .Ind where G is a reductive group with Borel subgroup B , particularlyB
Kempf's vanishing theorem. It is often difficult or awkward to realize the
consequences of these properties directly within the context of finite
dimensional algebras. We now wish to study the q-Schur algebra, intro-
w xduced by Dipper and James 6 , and Hecke algebras of type A, in a similar
manner by descent from quantum GL . By way of preparation for thisn
endeavour we here establish the standard homological properties of the
induction functor in the quantum setting. We shall work throughout with
w xthe quantum version of GL introduced by Dipper and Donkin 5 . For then
w xManin quantization, Parshall and Wang 26 have given proofs of these
 .properties as well as some applications to the q-Schur algebra valid
under the restriction that q is an odd root of unity, by viewing quantum
GL as a covering of ``classical'' GL . The results we give here are validn n
 .for all q / 0 and except for Proposition 3.10 are obtained without
invoking the corresponding results in the classical case. In particular, our
 .proof of Kempf's vanishing theorem valid also in the classical case q s 1
does not rely on properties of the cohomology of projective varieties;
instead, it is based on the Koszul resolution defined by a maximal parabolic
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subgroup. Another feature of the proofs in keeping with the programme
.referred to above is that no use is made of Hecke algebras.
In Section 1, we establish notation and summarize the general homolog-
ical properties we shall need. In Section 2, we discuss the representation
theory of various subgroups of quantum GL . Section 3 is the kernel of then
paper, and we here prove Kempf vanishing and various other standard
homological properties of the induction functor. Further representation
theoretic properties are discussed in Section 4.
w xThe results proved here are employed in the companion paper 15 ,
whose contents we now describe. We obtain a basis of bideterminants of
the coordinate algebra of the quantum monoid and of the modules for the
quantum group induced from one dimensional modules for the Borel
 .  w xquantum subgroup given by Carter and Lusztig 1 in the classical case
.q s 1 . We determine a formula for the characters of the irreducible
representations of the quantum general linear monoid at q s 0. We show
that the ``Ringel dual'' of a q-Schur algebra is again a q-Schur algebra and
give applications to decomposition numbers of q-Schur algebras and
 .Hecke algebras in type A .
1. PRELIMINARIES
We begin by describing some terminology and notation and some of the
homological algebra arising from the induction functor for quantum groups.
w xWe fix a field k. We adopt the philosophy of Parshall and Wang 26 in
regarding the category of quantum groups as the dual of the category of
k-Hopf algebras and identifying the category of modules for a quantum
group with the category of comodules for the corresponding Hopf algebra.
We now explain this philosophy in detail.
We shall use the expression ``let G be a quantum k-monoid'' or ``let G
.be a quantum monoid over k,'' or simply ``let G be a quantum monoid'' to
indicate that we have in mind a bialgebra over k, called the coordinate
w xalgebra of G and denoted k G . Similarly, we use the expression ``let G be
a quantum k-group'' or ``let G be a quantum group over k,'' or simply ``let
.G be a quantum group'' to indicate that we have in mind a Hopf algebra
w xover k, called the coordinate algebra of G and denoted k G . If G is a
w x w x w x w xquantum monoid we denote by d : k G ª k G m k G and e : k G ª kG G
w xcomultiplication and augmentation maps of the bialgebra k G . If G is a
w xquantum group, we denote by s the antipode of the Hopf algebra k G .G
 .Let G and H be quantum monoids resp. quantum groups . We shall use
the expression ``f : G ª H is a morphism of quantum monoids'' resp. ``f
.is a morphism of quantum groups'' to indicate that we have in mind a
Ã . w x w xbialgebra map resp. Hopf algebra map f : k H ª k G , called the
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comorphism of f. We shall use the expression ``H is a quantum sub-
monoid of G,'' or simply ``H is a submonoid of G,'' to indicate that we
w x w x w xhave in mind a biideal I of k G and that k H s k G rI . Similarly weH H
use the expression ``H is a quantum subgroup of G,'' or simply ``H is a
w xsubgroup of G,'' to indicate that we have in mind a Hopf ideal I of k GH
w x w x  .and that k H s k G rI . Thus if H is a submonoid resp. subgroup ofH
w x w xG we have the morphism f : H ª G whose comorphism f : k G ª k H
Ãis the natural map. We call f the inclusion map and call f the restriction
map. If H , H are subgroups of the quantum monoid resp. quantum1 2
.  .subgroup G then H l H denotes the quantum monoid resp. subgroup1 2
defined by I s I q I . For quantum monoids resp. quantumH l H H H1 2 1 2
. groups G , G we denote by G = G the quantum monoid resp. quan-1 2 1 2
. w x w x w xtum group defined by k G = G s k G m k G . If H F G and1 2 1 2 1 1
 .H F G are quantum submonoids resp. quantum subgroups , we identify2 2
H = H with a subgroup of G = G in the obvious way.1 2 1 2
We shall say that a quantum monoid or group G is finite if its
w xcoordinate algebra k G is a finite dimensional k-space.
 .If X is a set we write id or simply id for the identity map X ª X. WeX
 .fix a field k. For a k-coalgebra A, we denote by Comod A the category of
 .right A-comodules. We write V g Comod A to indicate that V is a right
A-comodule. We shall often write t for the structure map V ª V m A,V
 .  .for V g Comod A . We write comod A for the full subcategory of
 .Comod A whose objects are the finite dimensional right A-comodules.
 . < <For X g Comod A and a vector space V, we write V m X for the vector
space V m X regarded as a right A-comodule via the structure map
 .  X X X.t s id m t : V m X ª V m X m A. Let A, d , e and A , d , e be<V <mX X
k-coalgebras and let f : A ª AX be a morphism of coalgebras. We have
 .  X. 0  X.  .functors f : Comod A ª Comod A and f : Comod A ª Comod A ,0
w xdescribed in 7 .
 .  .For V g Comod A with structure map t : V ª V m A, f V is the0
X  .k-space V regarded as an A -comodule via the structure map id m f t :
X  .  .A ª V m A . If a : V ª W is a morphism of A-comodules, f a : f V0 0
 . Xª f W is the k-map a regarded as a morphism of A -comodules.0
 X. 0 . < <For W g Comod A , f W is the A-subcomodule of W m A consist-
 . .   . . .ing of the elements f such that t m id f s id m f m id d f . The
 .  0 ..map id m e restricts to an A-comodule morphism h: f f W ª W0
 . X  .and for any V g Comod A and A -comodule homomorphism a : f V0
0 .ª W there is a unique A-comodule map a : V ª f W such thatÄ
  . .Xh( a s a . In this way, we get a k-space isomorphism Hom f V , WÄ A 0
 0 ..  .ª Hom V, f W Frobenius Reciprocity .A
 .Let G be a quantum monoid over k. By a left resp. right G-module, we
 . w x w xmean a right resp. left k G -comodule. The coordinate algebra k G
w x w x w xviewed as a G-module via d : k G ª k G m k G is called the regularG
 .  w x.   .  w x.G-module. We set Mod G s Comod k G resp. mod G s comod k G
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 .   ..  .and write V g Mod G resp. V g mod G to indicate that V is a left
  . .G-module resp. finite dimensional left G-module . If G is a quantum
 . Ugroup and V g mod G we denote by V the dual module. If V has basis
U  .¨ , . . . , ¨ and a , . . . , a is the dual basis of V s Hom V, k and1 n 1 n k
 .  .  .Ut ¨ s  ¨ m f then t a s  a m s f , for 1 F i F n. The reg-V i j j ji V i j j G i j
ular G-module is injective and every G-module embeds in a direct sum of
 .copies of the regular module. The category Mod G has enough injectives.
 . i  .For V , V g Mod G and i G 0, we denote by Ext V , V the ith derived1 2 G 1 2
 .  .functor of Hom V , y evaluated at V . For V g Mod G , we writeG 1 2
i . i  .H G, V for Ext k, V , for i G 0, where k denotes the trivial oneG
dimensional module.
U Ã .Let f: G ª H be a morphism of quantum monoids. We set f s f :0
Ã 0 U .  .  .  .  .Mod H ª Mod G and f# s f : Mod H ª Mod G . Then f is
exact, f# is left exact and f# takes injective modules to injective
modules. These properties follow from the corresponding properties for
Ã Ã 0 U .  .  . f and f . We shall say that f resp. f# is f-restriction resp.0
.  .f-induction or simply restriction resp. induction if f is inclusion and
G  G . U  .write Res resp. Ind for f resp. f# . For H a subgroup of G andH H
 . < GV g Mod G we shall often write V , or simply V, for Res V and say weH H
are regarding V as an H-module. Various other notations will be used
from time to time. For a morphism of quantum monoids f : G ª H and
f U Ã . w x w xV g Mod H , we will sometimes write V for f V. If f : k H ª k G is
injective, we will say that f-restriction is inflation and write fU V as
G  .Inf V, for V g Mod H .H
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let f : G ª GX be a morphism of quantum groups.
 .  X .For V g Mod G and U g Mod G we ha¨e a Grothendieck spectral se-
i  j . U  U .Xquence with E -term Ext U, R f#V , con¨erging to Ext f U, V . In2 G G
 .particular, if H is a subgroup of a quantum group G and V g Mod H then
i j G .we ha¨e a Grothendieck spectral sequence, with E -term H G, R Ind V ,2 H
U  .con¨erging to H H, V .
Proof. Frobenius reciprocity gives an isomorphism of functors
 .  U .XHom U, y (f# ª Hom f U, y . The functors are left exact and f#G G
  . .Xtakes injectives to injectives hence Hom U, y -acyclics . Hence, we getG
a Grothendieck spectral sequence as described.
Note that, for morphisms f : G ª G , c : G ª G of quantum monoids1 2 2 3
 . w  .  .xwe have c (f # ( c#(f#, by 7, Sect. 3, d , ii , and since f# takes
 .injective objects to injective hence c#-acyclic objects we get the follow-
ing.
 .PROPOSITION 1.2. For V g Mod G , we ha¨e a Grothendieck spectral1
 i .  j . U  .sequence, with E -term Rc# ( R f# V, con¨erging to R c (f #V. In2
 .particular, if H F J F G are subgroups and V g Mod H , we ha¨e a
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Grothendieck spectral sequence, with E -term RiIndG ( R j Ind J V, con¨erging2 J H
to RU IndG V.H
 wWe have the generalized tensor identity see also Parshall and Wang 26,
 .x.2.7.1 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 1.3. i Let G be a quantum group and X, I g Mod G
w x < < w xwith I injecti¨ e. Then X m k G ( X m k G and X m I is injecti¨ e. Sup-
w x w x < <pose that s is bijecti¨ e. Then we ha¨e k G m X ( k G m X and I m XG
is injecti¨ e.
 .ii Let f : G ª G be a morphism of quantum groups and let1 2
 .  . i  U . iV g Mod G , W g Mod G . We ha¨e Rf# f V m W ( V m Rf#W,2 1
for all i G 0. In particular, if we ha¨e a subgroup H of a quantum group G
 .  . i G  < . i Gand V g Mod G , W g Mod H then R Ind V m W ( V m R Ind W,HH H
for i G 0.
i  U .Suppose the antipode s is bijecti¨ e. Then we ha¨e Rf# W m f V (G 2
Rif#W m V, for all i G 0. In particular, if we ha¨e a subgroup H of a
 .  . i G  < .quantum group G and V g Mod G , W g Mod H then R Ind W m V HH
( RiIndG W m V, for i G 0.H
 .iii Let H be a subgroup of a quantum group G and suppose that s isG
 .bijecti¨ e. For U g Mod H and i G 0 we ha¨e a k-space isomorphism
i G i w x.R Ind U ª H H, U m k G .H
 . w xProof. Let f, V, W be as in ii . The k-linear map V m W m k G ª2
w x V m W m k G taking ¨ m w m a to  ¨ m w m f a where ¨ g V, w g W,2 i i i
w x  . .a g k G and t ¨ s  ¨ m f restricts to a G -module isomorphismV i i i 2
 U . w  .xV m f#W ª f# f V m W , by the proof of 7, Prop. 3 h . Thus we have
 .  . w xthe first part of ii in degree 0. We therefore have, in i , X m k G s X
G G < . < < w xm Ind k ( Ind X m k ( X m k G , as required. It follows that X m11 1
I is injective, using the criterion that a G-module is injective if and only if
it is a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of the regular module
w xk G .
If s is bijective with inverse p , say, then the k-linear map a :G 2
w x w x  .W m k G m V ª W m V m k G defined by a w m a m ¨ s  w m ¨2 2 j i
w xm af is a linear isomorphism with inverse b : W m V m k G ª W mi 2
w x  .  . k G m V given by b w m ¨ m a s  w m ap f m ¨ for w g W, ¨ g2 i i i
w x  . .V, a g k G with t ¨ s  ¨ m f . It is easy to check that a restricts toV i i i
 .  U .a G -module isomorphism f# W m V ª f# W m f V , giving the sec-2
 .  .ond part of ii in degree 0. One obtains the second part of i as above.
Now let 0 ª W ª I ª I ª ??? be an injective resolution of W. Then0 1
0 ª fU V m W ª fU V m I ª fU V m I ª ??? is an injective resolution0 1
U w  .xof f V m W. Applying f# and using 7, Prop. 3 h , we obtain a commu-
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tative diagram
0ªf# fU V m W ªf# fU V m I ªf# fU V m I ª ??? .  .  .0 1
x x x
0ª V m f#W ª V m f#I ª V m f#I ª ???0 1
i  Uwhere the vertical maps are isomorphisms. Hence we have Rf# f V m
. i  .W ( V m Rf#W, for all i G 0, proving the first part of i in arbitrary
degree. The proof the second part is similar.
 .We now prove iii . By Proposition 1.1, we have a spectral sequence
i j G  w x.. U  w x.with E -term H G, R Ind U m k G converging to H H, U m k G .2 H
j G  w x. j G w x  . iWe have R Ind U m k G ( R Ind U m k G by ii so that H G,H H
j G  w x..  .R Ind U m k G s 0 for i ) 0 by i . Thus the spectral sequence de-H
i w x 0 i G w x.generates and we have H H, U m k G ( H G, R Ind U m k G forH
i G w x < i G < w x  .all i G 0. But R Ind U m k G ( R Ind U m k G by i , and we getH H
0 i G w x. i G i w x. i GH G, R Ind m k G ( R Ind U, giving H H, U m k G ( R Ind U,H H H
as required.
COROLLARY 1.4. Let f: G ª G be a morphism of quantum groups1 2
 .  . U  .and let W g Mod G . If there exists 0 / V g Mod G such that f V m1 2
W is injecti¨ e then Rif#W s 0 for all i ) 0. In particular, if H is a subgroup
 .  .of a quantum group G, W g Mod H and there exists 0 / V g Mod G
< i Gsuch that V m W is injecti¨ e then R Ind W s 0, for all i ) 0.H H
We say that a quantum group G is a factor group of a quantum group G
w x w x w xif k G is a subHopf algebra of k G . If G is a factor group of G and k G
w xis central in k G we get a subgroup G of G with defining ideal1
w x   . w x.I s k G . Ker e l k G . We shall use the following two results ofG G1 w  .  .xParshall and Wang 26, 2.10.2 , 2.10.11 .
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let G be a factor group of the quantum group G such
w x w xthat k G is central in k G . Let p : G ª G be the quotient map and let G1
w xbe the corresponding subgroup of G. Suppose further that k G is a faithfully
w xflat k G -module.
 .  . G1i If V g Mod G then V is a G-submodule of V and we ha¨e
UG1  .V ( p W for some W g Mod G .
G1 . w x w xii k G s k G .
 . <iii I is injecti¨ e for any injecti¨ e G-module I.G1
Note that, in the situation of Proposition 1.5, the statement V G1 ( p UW
G G1 1 .  . w xfor some W g Mod G amounts to the fact that t V F V m k G .V
G1Thus V is naturally a G-module and we obtain a left exact functor F:
G1 .  .  .  . Mod G ª Mod G , defined by F V s V , for V g Mod G , and where
 . X.F a is given by restriction, for a morphism of G-modules a : V ª V . By
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 .Proposition 1.5 iii , an injective resolution of G-modules is also an injec-
tive resolution of G -modules so we get a k-space isomorphism RF iV (1
i .  . i .H G , V , for V g Mod G and i G 0. We shall simply write H G , V1 1
 .for the ith derived functor of F evaluated at V g Mod G . For V g
GG G G 11 .  .  .Mod G we have V s V and, by Proposition 1.5 ii , the functor ]
 .takes injective G-modules to injective G-modules. Thus we get part i of
the following: the Lyndon]Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence.
PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 1.5.
 .i We ha¨e a Grothendieck spectral sequence with E term2
Ui j  ..  .H G, H G , V con¨erging to H G, V .1
 .  G1 .ii If W is a G-module which is tri¨ ial as a G -module i.e., W s W1
i i .  .then H G , V m W ( H G , V m W, as G-modules, for all i G 0.1 1
 .iii Suppose G s G = G , for quantum groups G , G . If V is tri¨ ial1 2 1 2
i .as a G -module then H G , V is tri¨ ial as a G -module for all i G 0.2 1 2
 . 0 . 0 .For ii , one checks directly that H G , V m W s H G , V m W and1 1
obtains the result in general by dimension shifting. Note that for a
G-module I, which is injective as a G -module, I m W is a direct sum of1
.  .copies of I and hence injective as a G -module. For iii , again the result1
is clear in degree 0 and follows in general by dimension shifting.
2. STANDARD SUBGROUPS OF QUANTUM GL n
We are concerned here with the quantum general linear group intro-
w xduced in 5 and its subgroups. For positive integers a, b with a F b, we
w xdenote by a, b the set of all integers r such that a F r F b. Let n be a
 .positive integer. Let R be a commutative ring and q g R. Let A n beR , q
the R-algebra generated by c , 1 F i, j F n subject to the relations:i j
AI c c s c c for all 1 F i , r , s F n;i r i s i s i r
AII c c s qc c for all 1 F i - j F n ,jr i s i s jr
1 F r F s F n;
AIII c c s c c q q y 1 c c for all 1 F i - j F n , r - s. .js i r i r js i s jr
Note that AIII, in the presence of AI, AII is equivalent to
AIII X c c q c c s c c q c cir js jr i s js i r i s jr
for all 1 F i F j F n , 1 F r - s F n.
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 .  .In what follows we work over a field k and put A s A n s A n .k , q
There are algebra maps d : A ª A m A, e : A ª k given on the generators
 . n  .  .by d c s  c m c , e c s d Kronecker delta , for 1 F i, j F ni j rs1 i r r j i j i j
 .  .and A, d , e is a bialgebra. We denote by M n , or simply M, the
w  .x  .quantum monoid with k M n s A n .q
The quantum determinant d is defined by the equation
d s sgn p c c . . . c . 1, 1p 2, 2p n , np
p
w x  .where p runs over permutations of 1, n and sgn p denotes the sign of
 2 4p . We assume from now on that q is not zero. The set 1, d, d , . . . is an
 .Ore set and bialgebra structure on A n extends to a Hopf algebraq
 .structure on the localized algebra A n . We denote by G the quantumq d
w x  .group with k G s A n .q d
The above relations are homogeneous so that the coordinate algebra of
w x `  .  .M has a grading k M s [ A n, r , where A n, 1 is the k-span of thers0
 . n2 aelements c , 1 F i, j F n. For a s a , a , . . . , a g N we set c si j 11 12 nn 0
a11 a12 an n a n
2 w x wc c . . . c . The elements c , a g N , form a k-basis of k M ; see 5,11 12 nn 0
x  .1.1.8 Theorem and 4.3.2 Lemma . Thus the dimension of A n, r is
n2 q r y 1 y1 .  . w x. We let V be the subspace A n, 1 q kd of k G . Putting
r
m  . m  . ysV s V.V . . . V m-times we have V s  A n, r d , since d nor-ms rqs
 . w x w xmalizes A n, 1 ; see 5, 4.1.9 . Now V generates the algebra k G which
therefore has polynomial growth. Hence any subgroup of G has polyno-
w xmial growth and we get the following from 14, Theorem .
PROPOSITION 2.1. If J is a subgroup of G and H is a finite subgroup of J
w x < w xthen k J is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of k H .H
Remark. A similar argument applies to the Manin quantization of GL n
 w x.and indeed to the two parameter quantization due to Takeuchi 29 so
subgroups of these groups also have the property that the restriction of the
w xregular module to a finite subgroup H is a direct sum of copies of k H .
Remark 2.2. If H is a subgroup of G then s is bijective, since s 2 isH H
< w xconjugation by the unit d ; see 5, 4.3.15 Theorem .H
We obtain submonoids of M and subgroups G by setting certain of the
coordinate functions c equal to 0.i j
w x2DEFINITION. A subset C of 1, n is called costandard if the following
conditions are satisfied.
 .  .i C contains no diagonal element i, i , 1 F i F n.
 .  . w x  .  .ii Whenever i, r g C and k g 1, n we have i, k g C or k, r
g C.
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 .  .  . w x2  .iii Whenever i, r , j, s g 1, n with i - j and r - s and i, r
 .  .  .and j, r belongs to C then i, s or j, r belongs to C.
w x2 w x2We call C : 1, n standard if the complement of C in 1, n is
costandard.
 . w x2Remarks. 1 Clearly if C and C are costandard subsets of 1, n1 2
then C j C is costandard.1 2
2 . w x2 Let C be a costandard subset of 1, n and define C s
 .  . 4r, i : i, r g C . It is easy to check that C is also costandard.
 .  . 43 Suppose 1 - a - n and let C s i, r : i F a and r ) a . It is
 .easy to check that C is costandard and hence also C s i, r : i ) a and
4r F a is costandard.
 .4 Let a be a composition of n, i.e., a sequence of non-negative
 .integers a , a , . . . , a with a q ??? qa s n. Let C be the set of1 2 m 1 m
 .elements i, r such that, for some h we have i F a q ??? qa and1 h
 .r ) a q ??? qa . Then C is a union of sets of the form described in 31 h
and hence costandard.
w x2  .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let C be a costandard subset of 1, n and let I C
a  .be the k-span of the monomials c with a s a , a , . . . , a and a / 011 12 nn i r
 .  .for some i, r g C. Then I C is biideal of A.
 . n2 < <Proof. For a s a , a , . . . , a g N we put a s  a . For m G 011 12 nn 0 i, j i j
a < <we write B for the set of all monomials c with a s m and writem
 . a < <B C for the set of all monomials c with a s m and a ) 0 for somem ir
 .  .  .i, r g C. We write I C for the k-span of B C . We first show thatm m
 .I C is a left ideal. We claim that for every m G 0, we have
c y g I C ) .  .i r mq1
 . w x2  .  .for all i, r g 1, n , y g B C and for all i, r g C, y g B . Assumem m
for a contradiction that this is not the case and let m be minimal for which
 .  .) fails. Let j, s be minimal in the lexicographic order such that either
 .  .  . w x2j, s g C and c y f I C for some y g B or j, s g 1, n andjs mq1 m
 .  .c y f I C for some y g B C . Clearly, we have m ) 0. We writejs mq1 m
X X  .  .  .y s c y where y s c . . . c with i, r F i , r F ??? F i , r .i , ri r i , r 2 2 m m2 2 m m
 .  .If j F i then c y g B C ; I C , a contradiction. If j ) i andjs mq1 mq1
X X  .  .s F r then c y s c c y s qc c y . But i, r - j, s gives c y sjs js i r i r js js
 X.  .c qc y g I C by minimality, a contradiction. Thus we have j ) ii r js mq1
and s ) r. We have
c y s c c yX s c c yX q q y 1 c c yX . .js js i r i r js i s jr
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X  . XAgain we get c c y g I C by minimality so that we have c c y fi r js mq1 i s jr
 . X  . X  .I C . If y g B C then we get c y g I C by the minimality ofmq 1 my1 jr m
X  .  .m and so c c y g I C , by the minimality of j, s , a contradiction.i s jr mq1
X  .  .  .  .Thus y f B C and so i, r g C or j, s g C. Now condition iiimy 1
 .  . X  .gives i, s g C or j, r g C. It follows that c c y g I C , by thei s jr mq1
 .minimality of m and j, s . Thus all cases lead to a contradiction and so
 .  .) holds, in particular I C is a left ideal.
 .We now show that I C is a right ideal. Assume for a contradiction that
 . w x2this is not the case and let m be minimal such that for some j, s g 1, n
 .  .and y g B C we have yc f I C . Clearly we have m ) 0. Writem js mq1
X X  .  .  .y s c y with y s c . . . c and i, r F i , r F ??? F i , r . Ifi r i , r i r 2 2 m m2 2 m mX  . X  .y g B C then we get y c g I C by minimality and hence yc smy 1 js m js
X  .  .  .c y c g I C since I C is a left ideal. We must therefore have i, r g Ci r js
X  .  .and hence yc s c y c g I C by ) .js i r js mq1
 .   . 4Note that I C is the ideal generated by the set c : i, r g C .i r
 .  .  .  .Condition i implies that e c s 0 and condition ii implies that d cir i r
 .  .  .  .g I C m A q A m I C for all i, r g C. Hence I C is biideal of A.
w x2 XCOROLLARY 2.4. Let C be a standard subset of 1, n and let C be the
w x2  X.complement of C in 1, n . Then ArI C has a k-basis consisting of the
a  X .  . n2elements c q I C , where a runs o¨er all a s a , . . . , a g N with11 nn 0
 .a s 0 for i, r f C.i r
w x2 XNotation. If C is a standard subset of 1, n with complement C we
 .  .  X.denote by M C the submonoid of M n such that I s I C . WeM C .
 . Xdenote by G C the subgroup of G whose defining Hopf ideal I isGC .
 X.  .  .generated by I C . We call M C the standard submonoid and G C the
standard subgroup defined by C.
It is easy to deduce the following.
w x2  .COROLLARY 2.5. For standard subsets C , C of 1, n , we ha¨e M C1 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .l M C s M C l C and G C l G C s G C l C .2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .Thus an intersection of standard submonoids resp. subgroups is a
 .standard submonoid resp. subgroup .
 . 4Taking C to be i, j : 1 F i F j F n we obtain the positive Borel
q  .subgroup B of upper triangular matrices. Taking C to be i, j : 1 F j F
4i F n we obtain the negative Borel subgroup B of lower triangular
 . 4matrices. Taking C to be i, i : 1 F i F n we obtain the torus of diagonal
matrices T s Bql B.
 .  . w x2Now let a s a , . . . , a be a composition of n. We set C a s 1, a1 m 1
w x2 w x2= a q 1, a q a = ??? = a q ??? qa q 1, n . We abbreviate1 1 2 1 my1
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  ..    ...  .   ..M C a resp. G C a to M a resp. G a . It follows from Corollary
 .  .  .2.4 that we have natural isomorphisms M a = M a = ??? = M a ª1 2 m
 .  .  .  .  .M a and G a = G a = ??? = G a ª G a .1 2 m
 .  .In particular, we have G s G n and T s G 1, 1, . . . , 1 . The coordinate
w y1 y1 xalgebra of T is the Laurent polynomial algebra k T , T , . . . , T , T ,1 1 n n
w xwhere T is the restriction of c to T , for 1 F i F n. Thus k T isi i i
commutative so that T may be regarded as an affine group scheme in
the usual sense and indeed, when so viewed, T is the split torus of dimen-
sion n.
q  . 4 y  . 4We put C s i, j : 1 F i - j F n and C s i, j : 1 F j - i F n . We
y . y  . q . q  .  .put C a s C j C a and C a s C j C a . We put P a s
 y .. q .  q .. q . y .G C a and P a s G C a . Thus we have P n s P n s G,
q . q y . q q .P 1, 1, . . . , 1 s B and P 1, 1, . . . , 1 s B and in general B F P a
 .  . q .  .F G, B F P a F G and G a s P a l P a . We call the subgroups
 .  q .. P a resp. P a , as a runs over compositions of n the negative resp.
.  .positive parabolic subgroups. We have a natural morphism f : P a ª
q q Ã .   .  ..  . G a resp. f : P a ª G a given by f c q I s c q I resp.Ga.i r i r P a.
Ãq 2 . .  . w xqf c q I s c q I for all i, r g 1, n . We shall frequentlyGa. P a.i r i r
 .  .  .regard a G a -module as a P a -module via inflation. We define B a s B
 .  .  .  .l G a , and call B a the negative Borel subgroup of G a . Thus B n s
 .  .  .B. We have a natural isomorphism B a = ??? = B a ª B a .1 m
We now consider the representation theory of some subgroups of G,
 . n  .beginning with T. We set X n s Z . We call X n the character group of
 .T and usually abbreviate it to X. For l s l , . . . , l g X, we have a1 n
w x1-dimensional T-module k with structure map k ª k m k T takingl l l
l1 ln w xa g k to a m T . . . T g k m k T . The T-modules k , l g X for al 1 n l l
complete set of inequilvalent irreducible T-modules. For l g X and a
 . lV g Mod T , we let V denote the sum of all submodules isomorphic to
k . The subspace V l is called the l weight space of V. Every T-module isl
l  .completely reducible, so we have V s [ V , for any V g Mod T . We
lg X
 l 4denote by Z X the ring which has a Z-basis on symbols e : l g X and
multiplication ele m s elqm, for l, m g X. We define the formal character
 .  l. lof V g mod T by ch V s  dim V e .lg X
 .  .We define e s 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 1 in the ith position for 1 F i F n.i
By a root, we mean an element of X of the form e y e , with 1 F i, j F ni j
and i / j. Let F be the set of roots. We call e y e g F positive resp.i j
.  . q  y.negative if i - j resp. i ) j . Let F resp. F denote the set of positive
 .resp. negative roots. The elements e y e , . . . , e y e of X are1 2 ny1 n
called simple and we denote the set of simple roots by P. We write
 .a s e y e , 1 F r - n and v s e q ??? qe for 1 F r F n. Let ,r r rq1 r 1 r
 .denote the Z-bilinear form on X such that e , e s d , 1 F i, j F n.i j i j
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We now consider the negative Borel subgroup B. For l g X, we regard
 .k also as a B-module via inflation and as a B a -module, for anyl
coposition a of n by restriction.
LEMMA 2.6. Let a be a composition of n.
 .  4  .i k : l g X is a complete set of inequi¨ alent irreducible B a -mod-l
ules.
 .   ..ii Let Grot B a denote the Grothendieck group of finite dimen-
 .   ..sional B a -modules. There is an isomorphic ch: Grot B a ª Z X satisfying
w x.  .ch V s ch V, for any finite dimensional B a -module V.
 .  .  .Proof. ii is a consequence of i . We now prove i . Clearly, k \ kl m
 .for l / m. We must show that each irreducible B a -module to isomor-
 .phic to k for some l g X. We consider first the case B a s B. Letl
 .  .Mod B denote the full subcategory of Mod B whose objects are the0
B-modules V such that every composition factor of V belongs to k : l gl
4  .X . Then Mod B is closed under submodules, quotient modules, sums0
 .  .and tensor products. We claim that Mod B s Mod B . If V is a B-mod-0
w xule then V embeds in a direct sum of copies of the regular module k B .
w x  .Hence it suffices to show that k B belongs to Mod B . Since the natural0
w x w x w xmap k G ª k B is a B-module surjection, it suffices to show that k G
 .belongs to Mod B . Now if V is any finite dimensional B-submodule of0
w x r w  .x r yrk G then Vd F k M n , for r c 0. The multiplication map Vd m kd
w x yrª k G is a B-module map with image V and kd is isomorphic, as a
w  .xB-module, to k . It therefore suffices to show that k M n belongs toyr v
 . a1 anMod B . For 1 F i F n let S be the k-span of the monomials c . . . c ,0 i i1 in
w  .xwith a , . . . , a G 0. Multiplication S m ??? m S ª k M n is a B-mod-1 n 1 n
 .ule surjection so it is enough to prove that each S belongs to Mod B .i 0
Now S decomposes as S s [` S , where S is the k-span of thei i i, m i, mms0
monomials ca1 . . . can with a q ??? qa s m. Hence it is enough to provei1 in 1 n
 .that S belongs to Mod B , for m G 0. Let x s c , for 1 F j F n, andi, m 0 j i j
order the monomials x l s x l1 . . . x ln lexicographically, where l s1 n
 .l , . . . , l is a sequence of non-negative integers with l q ??? ql s m.1 n 1 n
l l1 n Putting c s c . . . c where c denotes the restriction of c to B, forl 11 nn i j i j
.  l. l w x1 F i, j F n we obtain t x y x m c g Y m k B , where t : S ªl i, m
w xS m k B is the structure map of the B-module S and Y is the k-spani, m i, m
of monomials bigger than x l. It follows that S has a composition seriesi, m
with factors of the form k , with l as above. In particular S belongs tol i, m
 .  .  .  .Mod B and hence Mod B s Mod B . In particular Mod B contains0 0 0
 .every simple B-module and the Lemma, with B s B a is proved.
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 .Now let a be arbitrary. An irreducible B a -module L is a composition
w  .x w x w  .xfactor of the regular module k B a and, since k B ª k B a is surjec-
 . w xtive, is a B a -module composition factor of k B . Thus L is isomorphic to
<k for some l g X, as required.Ba.l
We give X the following partial order. For l, m g X we decree l F m if
m y l is a sum of positive roots.
 .We write simply c for the restriction of c to B for 1 F i, j F n andi j i j
simply d for the restriction of d to B. The elements c , . . . , c comute11 nn
with each other and d is the product c c . . . c . It follows that c is a11 22 nn ii
w x y1unit in k B , 1 F i F n. It is easy to check that c c c is a scalari i r s i i
w xmultiple of c , for all 1 F i F n, 1 F r F s F n and it follows that k Br s
has a basis consisting of the monomials ca11 ca21 ca22 . . . can n, where all11 21 22 nn
 . w xa g Z and a G 0 for i / j. For a s a , . . . , a g X we let k Bi j i j 1 n a
denote the k-span of all monomials ca11 ca21 ca22 . . . can n with a s a ,11 21 22 nn 11 1
a q a s a , . . . , a q a q ??? qa s a and put c s ca1 ca2 . . . can.21 22 2 n1 n2 nn n a 11 22 nn
 .Let E a denote the injective hull of k .a
 . w x w xLEMMA 2.7. i k B is a B-submodule of k B , for a g X anda
w x w xk B s [ k B .aa g X
 . w xii For a g X the module k B is the injecti¨ e hull of kc . Alla a
 .  .aweights of E a are greater than or equal to a and dim E a s 1.
 . w xProof. i This is an easy check. For a g X, the module k B is aa
w x w xdirect summand of k B and hence injective. Furthermore, k B containsa
 .X  .the copy kc of k and so contains a copy E a , say, of E a . Now ifa a
 .X w x w x  .XE a / k B we get k B s E a [ Y for some non-zero submodulea a
Y. Now if S is a simple submodule of Y then S ( k for some m g X. Butm
w x then k occurs with multiplicity at least 2 in the socle of k B either twicem
w x w x w x .in k B if l s m or in both k B and k B if l / m . However, weml l
w x B  w x.  .have k B ( Ind k so that Hom k , k B ( Hom k , k ( k, by1 B l k l
Frobenius Reciprocity, so this is impossible. We leave it to the reader to
w xcheck that all weights of k B rkc are greater than a , completing thea a
 .proof of ii .
 .Let a s a , . . . , a be a composition of n. For 1 F i, j F n with i / j1 m
 .we define a s e y e . We let F a be the set of a such that eitheri j i j i j
1 F i, j F a or, for some 1 F r - n, we have a q ??? qa - i, j F a1 1 r 1
q .  .q ??? qa q a . Let F a be the set of a g F a with i - j and letr rq1 i j
y .  .  .F a be the set of a g F a with i ) j. Thus F a is the disjoint unioni j
q . y .  .of F a and F a . Note that we have a natural bijection F a = ??? =1
 .  . q . q . q .F a ª F a inducing bijections F a = ??? = F a ª F a andm 1 m
y . y . y .F a = ??? = F a ª F a . For l, m g X, we write l F m if m y l1 m a
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q .  .  .is a sum of elements of F a . We denote by E l and B a -modulea
injective hull of k , for l g X.l
LEMMA 2.8. Let l, m g X.
 .  . m < q . <i The dimension of E l is the number of F a -tuples ofa
 . q qnonnegati¨ e integers r such that m y l s  r a .a a g F a. a g F a. a
 . 1  . 1  .ii If Ext k , k / 0 then l - m. In particular, if Ext k , kBa. m l a B m l
/ 0 then l - m.
 .  .  .Proof. i For a s n this follows from Lemma 2.7 ii . In general we
 .  .  .  .  .write l 1 s l , . . . , l , l 2 s l , . . . , l , . . . , l m s1 a a q1 a qa1 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .l , . . . , l . Identifying B a with B a = ??? = B a via thea q? ? ?qa q1 n 1 m1 my1
 .natural isomorphism, we have k ( k m ??? m k and E k (l l1. lm. a l
  ..   ..E l 1 m ??? m E l m . The result follows.a a1 m
 .  .ii Suppose that 0 ª k ª V ª k ª 0 is a non-split B a -modulel m
 .  .extension. Let L ( k be the B a -socle of E l . The embedding of kl a l
 .  .into E l extends, by injectivity, to an embedding of V into E l . Thusa a
 .  .m is a weight of E l rL and therefore l - m, by i .a a
 w x.It is easy to prove cf. 26, 8.1.1 Theorem the following. We leave the
details to the reader.
w  .x w x w q .xLEMMA 2.9. The natural map k P a ª k B m k B a is injecti¨ e.
One can now continue with the development, as in the case of algebraic
w x  wgroups 8, Sect. 1.5 or the Manin quantization of GL ; see 26, Sect. 8.1,n
x.8.2 to obtain the following.
THEOREM 2.10. Let a be a composition of n.
 .  . P a.i If V g Mod B is finite dimensional then Ind V is finite dimen-B
sional.
 . q . P a.ii Let X a denote the set of l g X such that Ind k / 0. ForB l
q . P a.  .l g X a , the induced module Ind k has simple socle L l , say. ForB l a
q .  .ll g X a we ha¨e dim L l s 1 and we ha¨e m F l for e¨ery weight ma a
 .   . q .4of L l . The collection L l : l g X a is a complete set of irreducible,a a
 .inequi¨ alent P a -modules and a complete set of inequi¨ alent, irreducible
 .G a -modules.
q . q q .We write X n as X for short. The set X a is described explicitly
in Lemma 3.2.
w xFor a subgroup H of a quantum group G, we write k GrH for the set
w x  .  . w x w xof f g k G such that p m id d f s 1 m f , where p : k G ª k H isG
w x w xrestriction. Note that k GrH is a left submodule of k G isomorphic to
IndG k.H
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w  .x w xLEMMA 2.11. Restriction k P a ª k B induces an isomorphism
w  .  .x w  .xk P a rG a ª k BrB a .
w  .x w x w  .  .xProof. Certainly restriction k P a ª k B takes k P a rG a into
w  .x w  .  .x w  .xk BrB a , giving rise to a k-algebra map c : k P a rG a ª k BrB a ,
w  .x P a. w  .x w  .x  .say. We have k P a ( Ind k G a . Regarding k G a as a P a -Ga.
w  .x w  .x P a.module via inflation we therefore get k P a ( k G a m Ind k fromGa.
the tensor identity and by exhibiting the isomorphism explicitly, we find
w  .x w  .  .x w  .xthat the multiplication map k G a m k P a rG a ª k P a is an iso-
w  .x w  .xmorphism. Similarly, we obtain that multiplication k B a m k BrB a
w x w  .x w xª k B is an isomorphism. Now restriction k P a ª k B is surjective
w  .x w  .x w  .xand takes k G a onto k B a . Thus we have that multiplication k B a
w  .x w x w  .xm k BrB a ª k B is an isomorphism and that multiplication k B a
w x  w  .  .x.m Y ª k B is an ismorphism, where Y s c k P a rG a . But Y F
w  .x w  .xk BrB a so we must have Y s k BrB a . Thus c is surjective. It is
injective by Lemma 2.9, and hence an isomorphism.
  .. i P a. BLEMMA 2.12. For V g Mod B a we ha¨e R Ind (Inf V (B Ba.
Inf P a.( RiIndGa.V for all i G 0.Ga. Ba.
Proof. We shall omit Inf B and Inf P a.. We first consider the caseBa. Ga.
i s 0. We have, from the definition, IndGa.V F IndP a.V. By embedding VBa. B
w  .x P a. w  .xin a direct sum of copies of k B a , it suffices to show that Ind k B aB
w  .x P a. w  .x w  .xs k G a . Let Q s Ind k B a rk G a . We haveB
P a.Ind k B a m k P a rG a .  .  .B
P a.( Ind k B a m k P a rG a .  .  . .B
P a. w x( Ind k B ( k P a . .B
  ..Hence, for S g Mod P a , we have
 .P aP a. P a.dim S s dim S m Ind k B a m Ind k . .B Ga.
 .G aP a.s dim S m Ind k B a . . .B
Suppose, for a contradiction, that Q / 0 and choose a finite dimensional
 .  .G a -submodule L. We get a short exact sequence of G a -modules
U U UP a.0 ª L m k G a ª L m Ind k B a ª L m Q ª 0, .  .B
giving an exact sequence of fixed points
 . . G aG aU U P a.0 ª L m k G a ª L m Ind k B a .  . .  .B
 .G aUª L m Q ª 0. .
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 U w  .x.Ga.  U P a. w  .x.Ga.But we have dim L m k G a s dim L m Ind k B a sB
 U .Ga. w  .xdim L and L m Q / 0, a contradiction. Hence k G a s
P a. w  .x P a. Ga.  .Ind k B a and therefore Ind V ( Ind V, for any B a -module V.B B Ba.
 .Let 0 ª V ª I ª I ª ??? be a resolution of V by injective B a -0 1
modules. We claim that each I is Ind P a.-acyclic. Since every injectivej B
 . w  .xB a -module is a direct summand of a direct sum of copies of k B a , it is
w  .x P a. w  .xenough to show that k B a is Ind -acyclic. However, we have k B aB
P a. w x w  .x P a.m Ind k ( k B so k B a is Ind -acyclic by Corollary 1.4.Ga. B
Thus RU IndP a.V is the homology of 0 ª IndP a.I ª IndP a.I ª ??? .B B 0 B 1
However, we have a commutative diagram
0ªIndGa. I ªIndGa. I ª ???Ba. 0 Ba. 1
x x x
P a. P a.0ªInd I ªInd I ª ???B 0 B 1
where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. Thus we obtain RiIndGa.V (Ba.
RiIndP a.V for all i G 0, as required.B
3. VANISHING THEOREMS
 .We write Sym S for the group of permutations of a set S. We write
 . w x  .  .Sym n for Sym 1, n and let s g Sym n denote the transposition i, i q 1 ,i
 .  .for 1 F i - n. For a s a , . . . , a , a composition of n, we write Sym a1 m
w x w x wfor the subgroup Sym 1, a = Sym a q 1, a q a = ??? = Sym a1 1 1 2 1
x  .  .q ??? qa q 1, n of Sym n . Note that Sym n acts on X by wl smy 1
 .  .  .l , . . . , l , for w g Sym n and l s l , . . . , l g X. We also in-w1. wn. 1 n
 .  .troduce the ``dot'' action w ? l s w l q r y r, for w g Sym n , l g X,
 .  .where r s n, n y 1, . . . , 1 . The natural action of Sym n on X induces
 l. wlan action on Z X, given by w  a e s  a e .lg X l lg X l
We consider now the ``rank one'' case. Let 1 F i - n and let a s
 .1, 1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1 , with the 2 in the ith position. We let Y Fj
w x w xk c , c be the jth homogeneous component, j G 0. Then k c , cii i, iq1 i i i, iq1
 .s [ Y is a G a -module decomposition.jjG 0
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let l s l , . . . , l g X.1 n
 . Ga.i If l y l s m G 0 then Ind k ( k m Y , where m si iq1 Ba. l m m
 . 1 Ga.l , . . . , l , l y m, l , . . . , l , and R Ind k s 0.1 iy1 i iq1 n Ba. l
 . Ga.ii If l y l - 0 then Ind k s 0 and if l y l s y1 theni iq1 Ba. l i iq1
R1IndGa.k s 0.Ba. l
 . j Ga.iii R Ind s 0 for all j ) 1.Ba.
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 . 1 Ga. Ga.iv ch R Ind k s ch Ind k .Ba. s ?l Ba. li
 .  .v The character of any finite dimensional G a -module is s -in¨ariant.i
 .  .vi For any composition b s b , . . . , b of n the character of any1 m
 .  .finite dimensional G b -module is Sym b -in¨ariant. In particular the charac-
 .ter of any finite dimensional G-module is Sym n -in¨ariant.
w xProof. The calculation in the classical case given in 8, Sect. 12.2 easily
 .  .  .adapts to the case considered here and gives parts i , ii , iii .
 .  .iv We define the Euler character f V of a finite dimensional
 .  . Ga. 1 Ga.B a -module module V by f V s ch Ind V y ch R Ind V. Then fBa. Ba.
is additive on short exact sequences and hence induces a map on Grot
  ..  .B a . Hence, by Lemma 2.6 ii , f induces a map c : Z X ª Z X satisfy-
 .  .  .  .ing c ch V s f V . From the tensor identity we get c xy s xc y , for
 .  .x, y g Z X, if x is the character of a G a -module. Also, we have c 1 s
 .  .  .f k s 1, by i . Hence we get c x s x whenever x is the difference of
 .characters of G a -modules.
 .Let m s m , . . . , m g X. If m y m s m ) 0 then, putting a s ei iq11 n i
 . Ga. m mya mym aye from i we get ch Ind k s e q e q ??? qe andiq1 Ba. m
Ga. mya mymy1.a  mch Ind k s e q ??? qe . We therefore get c e qBa. mya
mym a . m mym a  m si m. m si me s e q e , that is c e q e s e q e for all m g X.
 .Let l y l s m so that m s s ? l s l y m q 1 a , where a s e yi iq1 i i
1 Ga. Ga.  .  .e . If m F y1 then R Ind k s Ind k s 0, by i , ii . Thus weiq1 Ba. s ?l Ba. li
 .  .  lqamay assume m G 0. Now s l q a s l y m q 1 a so that c e qi
lymq1.a . lqa lymq1.a  lqa . Ga.e s e q e . However, c e s ch Ind k sBa. lqa
lq a l ly mq 1.a  ly mq 1.a .  le q e q ??? qe so we get c e s y e
ly m a .  s i ?l . G  a .  .q ??? q e , i.e. c e s y ch Ind k , by i . NowB  a . l
 si?l. Ga. 1 Ga. Ga.c e s ch Ind k ych R Ind k and Ind k s 0 so we getBa. s ?l Ba. s ?l Ba. s ?li i i
ch R1IndGa.k sBa. s ?li
ch IndGa.k , as required.Ba. l
 .  .  .  .  . j Ga.v It follows from i , ii , iii , and iv that ch R Ind k isBa. l
s -invariant for every l g X and j G 0. Hence, by additivity of the Euleri
 .character, we have that f V is s -invariant for every finite dimensionali
 .   ..B a -module V where f is as in the proof of iii . Now if V is a
 . j Ga. j Ga.G a -module then R Ind V ( V m R Ind k for j G 0, by the tensorBa. Ba.
 .  .identity, and this is ch V for j s 0 and 0 for j s 1, by i . Thus ch V s f V
and hence s -invariant.i
 .  .  .vi Let V be a finite dimensional G b -module. We have G b G
 X. X  .G a where a s 1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1 has 2 in the jth position and either
j F b or b q ??? qb - j F b q ??? qb for some 1 F r - m. Thus V1 1 r 1 rq1
 X.  .is a G a -module by restriction and hence ch V is s -invariant. But Sym bj
 .is generated by all such s so ch V is Sym b -invariant.j
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q .We can now describe the sets X a explicitly.
 . q .  . 4LEMMA 3.2. i We ha¨e X n s l , . . . , l g X : l G ??? G l1 n 1 n
 . q . q .and for any composition a s a , . . . , a of n we ha¨e X a s X a1 m 1
q .= ??? = X a .m
 . j Gii If l y l s y1 for some 1 F i - n then R Ind k s 0 for alli iq1 B l
j G 0.
 . q .  .Proof. i For l g X n , one gets a module L l with highest weight
l as a composition factor of a tensor product of exterior powers of the
w xnatural representation, as in 5, 2.3.4, 3.3.2 . Conversely, suppose l s
 . q .l , . . . , l f X n and choose 1 F i - n such that l y l - 0. Letiq11 n i
 . P a.a s 1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1 , with 2 in the ith position. We have Ind k s 0,B l
by Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 3.1. Hence IndG k s 0, by transitivity ofB l
induction. However, if there is a simple module L, say, of highest weight l
then we have a non-zero B-module homomorphism L ª k and hence, byl
Frobenius reciprocity, a non-zero G-homomorphism L ª IndG k . HenceB l
there is no simple module of high weight l and we have the required
q .description of X n . Thus, for 1 F j F m we have a complete set of
 .   . q .4  .inequivalent G a -modules L m : m g X a . We identify G a withj a jj
 .  .G a = ??? = G a via the natural isomorphism. Thus we have a com-1 m
 .   .plete set of inequivalent irreducible G a -modules L m m ??? ma 11
 . q . 4L m : m g X a for 1 F j F m . This gives the required descriptiona m j jm q .of X a .
 .  .ii The first part of the above argument also gives ii .
In preparation for Kempf's vanishing theorem, we now discuss some
maps occurring in a certain Koszul resolution. We suppose, for the
moment, that G is an arbitrary quantum group over k. For k-spaces M, N
we identify a bilinear map b: M = N ª k with its k-linear extension
M m N ª k. Let M be a finite dimensional right G-module and let N be
a finite dimensional left G-module. We call a bilinear map b: M = N ª k
 .  . a G-module pairing if it is non-degenerate and id m b ( t m id s bkwG x M
.  .m id ( id m t . Suppose that b: M = N ª k is a G-module pairing.kwG x M N
H We note that if M F M and N F N are G-submodules then M s n g1 1 1
 . 4 H N : b m , n s 0 for all m g M is a G-submodule of M and N s m1 1 1 1
 . 4g M : b m, n s 0 for all n g N is a G-submodule of M.1 1 1
Note also that if b : M = N ª k and b : M = N ª k are G-module1 1 1 2 2 2
pairings then the bilinear form b: M m M = N m N ª k, satisfying1 2 1 2
 .  .  . b m m m , n m n s b m , n b m , n for m g M , n g N , i s1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 i i i i
.1, 2 is a G-module pairing.
 .We now take G to be the quantum group G n once more. We have the
natural right G-module V with basis ¨ , . . . , ¨ and structure map t ,1 n V
 .  .satisfying t ¨ s  c m ¨ for 1 F i F n and the natural left G-mod-V i j i j j
 .ule E with k-basis e , . . . , e and the structure map t satisfying t e s1 n E E i
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 . e m c for 1 F i F n . Further, we have the natural G-module pairingj j ji
 .  .V = E taking ¨ , e to d for 1 F i, j F n .i ji j
 .Let r be a positive integer. We write I n, r for the set of maps
w x w x  .  .  .1, r ª 1, n . For i s i , . . . , i , j s j , . . . , j g I n, r we put c si j1 r 1 r
 .  . mrc . . . c . For i s i , . . . , i g I n, r we write ¨ s ¨ m ??? m ¨ g Vi j i j 1 r i i i1 1 r r 1 r
and e s e m ??? m e g Emr. We have the product G-module pairing b:i i i1 rmr mr  .  . w xV = E ª k satisfying b ¨ , e s d , for i, j g I n, r . In 5, Sect. 2.1 ,i j i j
we defined the G-module exterior powers H r V and H rE. The natural
map V mr ª H r V has kernel M, spanned by the elements ¨ , for i si
 .  .i , . . . , i g I n, r having a repeated entry, together with the elements1 r
 .  .  . H¨ y sgn p ¨ for i g I n, r , p g Sym r . It follows that M s N , say, isi ip r
 .  .spanned by the elements  sgn p e , i g I n, r .p g Sym r . ip
 .  .For i s i , . . . , i g I n, r we write e or e for e n ??? n e gÃ1 r i i . . . i i i1 r 1 rr  .  .H E. The length of a permutation p g Sym r will be denoted l p .
LEMMA 3.3. Let r be a positi¨ e integer.
 . r m r  .i The k-linear map f : H E ª E satisfying f e sÃi
 .  . sgn p e , for i s i , . . . , i with i ) ??? ) i , is a G-modulep g Sym r . ip 1 r 1 r
map.
 . r ry1  .ii the k-linear map c : H E ª E m H E, satisfying, c e sÃi
r ay1 Ã .  . y1 e m e where i indicates that i is omitted , forÃi . . . i . . . ias1 i a a1 a ra
 .  .i s i , . . . , i g I n, r with i ) ??? ) i , is a G-module map.1 r 1 r
 .  .  .  .Proof. i We write I n, r for the set of i s i , . . . , i g I n, r such0 1 r
 .that i ) ??? ) i . We first work over the field K s Q t , where t is an1 r
indeterminant. We write G for the version of G over K, write E for theK K
natural left G -module, N for the corresponding G -submodule of EmrK r , K K K
and write f for the corresponding map H rE ª Emr. However, we writeK K K
 .  .simply c for the i, j coefficient function over K and k , we write e fori j i
mr r  w xa basis element of E and e for its the image in H E for i g 1, n orÃK i K
 . w x.I n, r and j g 1, r and hope that no confusion will arise.
First notice that the characters of N and H rE are equal and, sincer , K K
H rE is irreducible, N is isomorphic to H rE. Thus we have a G -mod-K r , K K
ule isomorphism u : H rE ª N . Each weight space of H rE is atK r , K K
 .most one dimensional so that for each i g I n, r there is a scalar a g0 i
 .  . mr rK such that u e s a f e . Let h: E ª H E be the naturalÃ Ãi i i K K
 .  .  .map. For i g I n, r we have h(u e s a  sgn p e sÃ Ãp g Sym r .0 i i ip
  . lp ..  r wa  yt e using the defining relations for H E ; see 5, Sect.Ãi p g Sym r . i K
x. r2.1 . Now H E is absolutely simple so that h(u is a multiple of theK
 . lp .identity and from the fact that  yt / 0, we conclude a s ap g Sym r . i j
 .for all i, j g I n, r . Thus f is a scalar multiple of u and therefore f is0 K K
r mr a G -module map. Putting L s H E , M s E we have p (f s fK K K M K K
.  .m id (t . Applying this to e , for i g I n, r we deduce the equa-ÃK wG x L i 0K
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tions
sgn p c s 0 . j , ip
 .pgSym r
for any j s j , . . . , j g I n , r which has j s j for some a / b; 1 .  .  .1 r a b
and
 .l p X
Xyt sgn p c s sgn p c .  .  . jp , i jp , ip
 .  .pgSym r pgSym r
for all j g I n , r , p X g Sym r . 2 .  .  .0
 .However, the equations are identities in A n and we have a naturalZw t x, t
 .  .isomorphism k m A n ª A n induced by the ring homomor-Zw t x, tZw t x
w x w xphism Z t ª k taking t to q, by 5, 2.4.1 . Therefore the equations
 .  .  .obtained from 1 , 2 by replacing t by q hold in A n . These are exactly
the conditions for f : H rE ª Emr to be a G-module homomorphism.
 .  .ii The proof is similar to that of i . The condition for c to be a
G-module map is that certain identities in the c hold. By base changei j
these identities hold for arbitrary k, q provided that they hold in the
 .  .special case K s Q t , q s t. In that case id m z (f is a non-zeroE
multiple of c , where z : Em ry1. ª H ry1E is the natural map, hence c is
 .a G-map by i . We leave the details to the reader.
A much simpler proof can be obtained by realizing f : H rE ª Emr
 r ry1 . mrresp. c : H E ª E m H E as the adjoint of the natural map V ª
r  ry1 r . wH V resp. V m H V ª H V via suitable G-module pairings, see 15,
xSection 1.2 .
We are now ready to prove the central result of this section.
 .THEOREM 3.4 Kempf's Vanishing Theorem . Let a be a composition of
q . i P a.n and let l g X. If l q r g X a then R Ind k s 0 for all i ) 0. InB l
particular, if l q r g Xy then RiIndG k s 0 for all i ) 0.B l
Proof. We argue by induction on n. Contemplation of the case n s 1 is
left to the reader. Assume now that n ) 1 and the result holds for all
X X  .compositions of n for n - n. Suppose first that a s a , . . . , a with1 m
 . i P a. i Ga.m ) 1 and a ) 0 . We have R Ind k ( R Ind k , by Lemma 2.12.m B l Ba. l
X  .  .  X.  .  .Let a s a , . . . , a . We indentify B a with B a = B a and G a1 my1 m
 X.  . i Ga. i  . w  .x.with G a = G a . We have R Ind k ( H B a , k m k G a , form Ba. l l
 .i G 0, by Lemma 1.3 iii . Now we have a spectral sequence with E -term2
i  X . j  . w  .x.. U   .H B a , H B a , k m k G a converging to H B a , k mm l l
w  .x.  .k G a , by Proposition 1.6 i . We have k s k m k for elementsm nl
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 .  . w  .x w  .xm g X n y a , n g X a . Furthermore, we have k G a ( k G a mm m m
w  X.x i  X. j  . w  .x.. i  X.k G a , so we get H B a , H B a , k m k G a ( H B a ,m l
j  . w  .x.. w  X.x  .H B a , k m k G a m k m k G a , by Proposition 1.6 ii . By them n m m
j  . w  .x. j Gam.inductive hypothesis, we have H B a , k m k G a ( R Indm n m Ba .m
k s 0 for j ) 0. The spectral sequence therefore degenerates and we getn
i G  a. i  . w  .x. i  X . 0  .R Ind k ( H B a , k m k G a ( H B a , H B a , k mB  a. l l m n
w  .x. w  X .x. 0  . w  .x.k G a m k m k G a . This is H B a , k m k G a mm m m n m
i  X. w  X.x. 0  . w  .x. i GaX .XH B a , k m k G a ( H B a , k m k G a m R Ind k bym m n m Ga . m
 .  .  .Proposition 1.6 ii , iii , Proposition 1.3 iii , and hence 0 for i ) 0 by the
inductive hypothesis.
 .  . i PNow suppose a s n . Let P s P n y 1, 1 . We have R Ind k (B l
RiIndGny1, 1.k , by Lemma 2.12, and this is 0, for i ) 0, by the above.Bny1, 1. l
w x w xWe let S s k c , . . . , c F k G and let V be the k-span of c , . . . , c .12 1n 12 1n
It is easy to check that the set of elements can n can, ny 1 . . . ca11 , withnn n, ny1 11
w xa , . . . , a g N , forms a k-basis of k M . One then gets that the set ofnn 11 0
elements drcan n . . . ca11 , with r g Z and a , . . . , a g N with a s 0 fornn 11 nn 11 0 i i
w xsome 1 F i F n, form a k-basis of k G . Hence the elements c , c , . . . ,12 13
w xc form a k G -regular sequence.1n
 .X  .For a positive integer r, we write I n, r for the set of i s i , . . . , i g0 1 r
 .I n, r with i ) ??? ) i ) 1. We let U be the k-vector space on basis u ,1 r r i
 .X  .  .Xi g I n, r . We also write u as u for i s i , . . . , i g I n, r . By0 i i . . . i 1 r 01 rw x23, Theorem 43 , we have the Koszul resolution
w x w x0 ª k G m U ª k G m U ª ???ny1 ny2
w x w x w xª k G m U ª k G ª k P ª 0.1
w x w x w xThe maps u : k G m U ª k G m U , 1 - r - n and u : k G m U ªr r ry1 1 1
w x w xk G in the above are described as follows. For 1 - r - n, f g k G and
 .  .X  . r  .ay1i s i , . . . , i g I n, r , we have u f m u s  y1 fc m1 i1 r 0 r i as1 a
w x  .u . For f g k G and 2 F i F n we have u f m u s fc . WeÃi . . . i . . . i 1 i 1 i1 a r
write U for subspace of E spanned by e , . . . , e . Let 1 F r - n. We write2 n
r r  .X rH U for the subspace of H E spanned by e , i g I n, r . We regard H EÃi 0
as a P-module by restriction: let t be the structure map. For i s
X .  .  . w xi , . . . , i g I n, r we have t e s  e m c , where : k G ªÃ Ãjg In, r . j1 r 0 i ji
w x  .  .k P is the natural map. If j s j , . . . , j g I n, r has j s 1, for some1 r a
r .1 F a F r, then c s 0 and hence c s 0. It follows that t e g H U mÃj i ji ia a
w x r rk P and so H U is a P-submodule of H E. We make U into a P-moduler
by transport of structure via the k-isomorphism h : U ª H rU given byr r
 .  .Xh u s e , i g I n, r . We claim that each u is a P-module map. It isÃr i i 0 r
w x  .easy to see that the linear map z : U ª k G given by z e s c , for1 i 1 i
 . w x2 F i F n, is a P-module map. Now u s m( id m z , where m: k G1 kwG x
w x w xm k G ª k G is multiplication. Hence u is a P-module map. Now1
 .suppose 1 - r - n. Then u s m( z m id (j , where j : U ª U mUr r r r 1ry 1
 . r  .ay1U is the k-linear map such that j u s  y1 u m u .Ãi i . . . i . . . iry1 r i as1 a 1 a r
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Thus it suffices to prove that j : U ª U m U is a P-module map. Butr r 1 ry1
r ry1  . rthe G-module map c : H E ª E m H E, of Lemma 3.3 ii , takes H U
into U m H ry1U and so restricts to a P-module map c X: H rU ª U m
H ry1U. But j : U ª U m U is the map obtained from c X: H rU ª Ur r 1 ry1
m H ry1U by transport of structure and hence j is P-module map. Thusr
each u is a P-module map. Hence we have an exact sequence ofr
P-modules
w x ny1 w x w x w x0 ª k G m H U ª ??? ª k G m U ª k G ª k P ª 0 ² .
q  . qNote that if l q r g X but l s l , . . . , l f X then l y l s1 n j jq1
y1 for some 1 F j - n so we get RiIndG k s 0 for all i G 0 by LemmaB l
 .  . q  .  .3.2 ii . For l s l , . . . , l g X we define f l s nl y l q ??? ql .1 n 1 1 n
q q  .  .Suppose that l g X and that, for all m g X with f m - f l , we have
i G  .R Ind k s 0 for all i ) 0. Tensoring ² by k , we obtain the exactB m l
sequence
w x ny1 w x ny20 ª k G m H U m k ª k G m H U m k ª ???l l
w x w x w xª k G m U m k ª k G m k ª k P m k ª 0.l l l
Let 1 F r F n y 1. As a B-module, H rU m k has a filtration with sec-l
tions k , with 1 - j - ??? - j F n. Note that l q e q ??? qelqe q? ? ?qe 1 r j jj j 1 r1 r q q qr belongs to X and that if l q e q ??? qe g X then f l q ej jj r 11
.  .q ??? qe - f l . Thus by the inductive hypothesis and the case alreadyjr
considered, we have RiIndG k s 0, for all i ) 0. By the longlqe q? ? ?qeB j j1 r
i G r .exact sequence, we get R Ind H U m k s 0 and hence by the tensorB l
i G w x r .identity we get R Ind k G m H U m k s 0 for all i ) 0.B l
w x r w xLet Z denote the image of the map k G m H U m k ª k G mr l
H ry1U m k , for 1 F r F n y 2. We have a short exact sequencel
w x ny1 w x ny20 ª k G m H U m k ª k G m H U m k ª Z ª 0l l ny2
and exact sequences
w x ry10 ª Z ª k G m H U m k ª Z ª 0r l ry1
for n y 2 G r G 2. Thus we obtain RiIndG Z s 0, for i ) 0, by the longB ny2
exact sequence and RiIndG Z s 0 for 1 F r F n y 2 and all i ) 0 by theB r
long exact sequence and downward induction on r. From the exact
w x w xsequence 0 ª Z ª k G m k ª k P m k ª 0 and the tensor identity,1 l l
we obtain
w x i G i G w xk G m R Ind k ( R Ind k P m k .B l B l
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for i ) 0. Now, by Proposition 1.2, we have a spectral sequence with
a G b P  w x . U G w x .E -term R Ind R Ind k P m k converging to R Ind k P m k . Byl2 P B B l
b P  w x . w x b Pthe tensor identity we have R Ind k P m k ( k P m R Ind k , whichB l B l
 .is an injective P-module by Proposition 1.3 iii and Remark 2.2. So
i G w x .the spectral sequence degenerates and we have R Ind k P m k (B l
G w x i P . i PInd k P m R Ind k . But we have already shown that R Ind k s 0,P B l B l
for i ) 0, and the proof is complete.
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let a, b be compositions of n and suppose that P a F
 .  . i P b.P b . If V is a finite dimensional P a -module then R Ind V is finiteP a.
dimensional for all i G 0 and RiInd P b.V s 0 for all i c 0. In particular, if VP a.
is any finite dimensional B-module then RiIndGV is finite dimensional for allB
i G 0 and RiIndGV s 0 for all i c 0.B
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, we have a spectral sequence with E -term2
RsIndP b.( Rt IndP a.V converging to RU IndP b.V. Furthermore, we haveP a. B B
Rt IndP a.V ( V m Rt IndP a.k s 0, which is V for t s 0 and 0 for t ) 0, byB B
the tensor identity, Lemma 2.10 and the Kempf's vanishing theorem. Thus
the spectral sequence degenerates and we get RiIndP b.V ( RiIndP b.V,P a. B
 .for all i G 0. We may therefore assume that P a s B. By the long exact
sequence we may assume that V is simple, i.e., V ( k for some m g X.m
q .  .Let l be the element of X b which is Sym b -conjugate to m and let t
 . be the - minimal element of the Sym b -orbit of l. Let Z s n g X : tb
 .4F wn F l for all w g Sym b . We prove by descending induction thatb
RiIndG k is finite dimensional for all i and is 0 for all i c 0. Note thatB n
P b.  . q . Ind k is finite dimensional by Theorem 2.10 i . If n g X b inB n
. i P b.particular if n s l then R Ind k s 0 for all i ) 0 by Kempf's vanish-B n
 .ing theorem. So we assume that n s n , . . . , n does not belong to1 n
q .X b . Thus we have n y n s ym - 0 for some j satisfying j - b orj jq1 1
b q ??? qb q 1 F j - b q ??? b q b with 1 F r - m. Let c s1 r 1 r rq1
 . 1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1 , with 2 in the jth position, and f s n q me y m yj
. P c.1 e and U s Ind k m k . Then Lemma 3.1 and an easy spectralyejq1 B f j
sequence argument give that RsIndP b.U s 0 for all s G 0. Moreover,B
identifying k with the B-socle of U, we have a short exact sequencen
j P b. jy1 G .0 ª k ª U ª Urk ª 0. Hence, we get R Ind k ( R Ind Urk .n n B n B n
It is easy to check that all weights of Urk belong to Z and are greatern
than n . The result therefore follows from the long exact sequence and the
inductive hypothesis.
w  .xOne now obtains Weyl's character formula, as in 8, 2.2.6 . Thus we
have the following formula, valid in the field of fractions of the integral
group ring of R m X.Z
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 . qTHEOREM 3.6 Weyl's Character Formula . For l g X we ha¨e
G  . wlqr .  . wrch Ind k s  sgn w e r sgn w e .B l w g Symn. w g Symn.
 . G qWe put x l s ch Ind k , for l g X .B l
 . GRemark 3.7. If l s l , . . . , l with l G ??? G l G 0 then ch Ind k1 n 1 n B l
w  .xis Schur's symmetric function s ; see 21, I, 3.1 . In particular, forl
 . Gl s r, 0, . . . , 0 the character of Ind k is the character of the symmetricB l
r . w xpower S E of the natural module considered in 5, 2.1.9 . There is an
r . w xobvious isomorphism from S E to the submodule V of k G consist-
ing of the k-span of the elements cr1 cr2 . . . crn with r q ??? qr s r. It11 12 1n 1 n
follows that we have equality IndG k s V and therefore IndG k r , 0, . . . , 0.B l B
r . r . w x( S E . For a description of the submodule structure of S E , see 30 .
G r .Similarly, for 1 F r F n, we have Ind k ( H E , where v sB v rr
 . r . w1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 , and H E is the r th exterior power of E, as in 5,
x2.1.4 .
We shall prove a more precise version of part of Proposition 3.5 known
i G n .as ``Grothendieck vanishing''; i.e., R Ind s 0 for i ) . The form of theB 2
 .proof unfortunately depends on whether or not q is a root of unity. In
case q is not a root of unity this is deduced from the stronger result which
is known as Bott's theorem in the analogous situation of reductive groups
in characteristic 0. The proof of Bott's Theorem given here is essentially
w xDemazure's ``very simple proof of Bott's Theorem'' 3 , but with the
direction of induction reversed to allow for the fact that we already have
Kempf's vanishing theorem but do not yet have vanishing of RiIndG forB
n .i ) . In the case in which q is a root of unity we obtain ``Grothendieck2
w x  .vanishing'' as in 26 but without restrictions on q by viewing G as a
covering group of classical GL .n
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that q is not a root of unity. Let 1 F r - n and let
 .a s 1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1 , where 2 appears in the rth position.
 .  .i Let l s l , . . . , l g X and suppose that l y l G 0. Then1 n r rq1
Ga.  .Ind k is uniserial as a B-module and irreducible as a G a -module.Ba. l
 .  .  .ii Let m g X. The B a -module injecti¨ e hull E m of k is unise-ma
 .  .rial. For each m g N there exists a unique up to isomorphism B a -module
which has socle k and dimension m.m
 . Ga.Proof. i Let l y l s m. We have Ind k ( k m Y , where Yr rq1 Ba. l m m m
and m are as in Lemma 3.1. Hence it suffice to prove that Y is a uniserialm
 .B a -module. Let V s Y . We write simple c for the restriction ofm i j
w x  . w x  . c g k G to G a and c for the restriction of c g k G to B a fori j i j i j
. m my1 m1 F i, j F n . Let ¨ s c , ¨ s c c , . . . , ¨ s c and let V de-0 r , rq1 1 r r r , rq1 m r r j
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note the k-span of ¨ , . . . , ¨ for 0 F j F m. Then 0 - V - V - ??? -0 j 0 1
 .V s V is a B a -module composition series of V. Let W be a non-zerom
 .B a -submodule of V. We must show that W is equal to V for some j. Letj
 . mT s T n . Then W is a T-submodule of V. Now V s [ k¨ is thejjs0
weight space decomposition of V, in particular every non-zero weight
space has dimension 1. Thus we have W s [ k¨ where J is a non-jjg J
 4empty subset of 0, 1, . . . , m . Let l be maximal such that ¨ g W. Wel
 .claim that ¨ belongs to the B a -submodule generated by ¨ , for everyj l
w  .x w  .x w  .xj F l, and hence W s V . Let t : k G a ª k G a m k B a be thel
w  .x  .structure map of k G a regarded as a B a -module and regard V as a
w  .xsubmodule of k G a . We have
l myl
t ¨ s c m c q c m c c m c . .  . .l i i i i i , iq1 iq1, i i , iq1 iq1, iq1
l .Putting x s c m c , y s c m c , we have yx s qxy so that x q yii i i i, iq1 iq1, i
l l j lyj sy1w x w xs  x y . Here s s 1 q q q ??? qq , for a non-negative integerjjs0
s and
w x w x w xs s y 1 . . . s y t q 1s s
t w x w x w xt t y 1 . . . 1
is the q-binomial coefficient, for non-negative integers s, t with s G t.
Thus we get
l l j lyj mylt ¨ s ¨ m c c c . . l j i i iq1, i iq1, iq1j
js0
j lyj myl  .The elements c c c for j s 0, . . . , l are linearly independenti i iq1, i iq1, iq1
lw  . .x w x  .and it follows from 16, 1.2b ii that ¨ belongs to the B a -submodulej j
lw xgenerated by ¨ . But / 0 since q is not a root of unity and hence ¨jl j
belongs to the submodule of W generated by ¨ , for every j F l, and hencel
W s V , as required.l
 . Ga.Let L be the G a -module socle of Ind k . Then L is an irreducibleBa. l
module of highest weight l. Suppose for a contradiction that L /
IndGa.k . Let N be the sum of all weight spaces of IndGa.k which areBa. l Ba. l
 .less than l. Then N is a B a -submodule. But L g N and N g L,
wcontradicting uniseriality. One can also get irreducibility from 30, 3.1
xTheorem .
 .  .  .ii It follows from Lemma 2.8 i that E m is infinite dimensionala
and hence we can find a submodule of dimension m for each m g N.
 .Thus there is a B a -module with socle k , for each m g N. We now showm
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 .  .  .   .that E m is uniserial. Now E m ( k m E 0 since k m E 0 isa a m a m a
.injective and has socle k so we may assume m s 0. Let V , V bem 1 2
 .submodules of E 0 . We must show that V F V or V F V . If V g Va 1 2 2 1 1 2
then there is a finite dimensional submodule U of V with U g V . Also,1 1 1 2
there exists a finite dimensional submodule U of V with U g V . Thus2 2 2 1
U g U and U g U . We may therefore assume that V and V are finite1 2 2 1 1 2
 .dimensional. By Lemma 2.8 i , we may choose l so large that every weight
of V or V has the form ja for some 0 F j F l, where a s a s e y1 2 r , rq1 r
e . Now Y s IndGa.k m k has simple socle k s k and weightsrq1 Ba. le yle 0r rq1
 .  .0,a , . . . , la , by Lemma 3.1 i . Hence Y embeds in E 0 with image Z, say.a
 .  .Each weight space of E 0 has dimension 0 or 1, by Lemma 2.6 i , so thata
 .l lE 0 s Z , for l s ja , 0 F j F l. Hence Z contains V and V . Buta 1 2
Ga.  Ga. .  .Ind k , and hence Y s Ind k m k , is uniserial i . ThusBa. le Ba. le yler r rq1
 .Z ( Y is uniserial and therfore V F V or V F V . Hence E m is1 2 2 1 a
 .uniserial. Now if R , R are B a -modules of dimension m with socle k1 2 m
 . X Xthen these modules embed in E m with images R , R . By uniserialitya 1 2
we have RX F RX or RX F RX and by dimensions therefore RX s RX s R,1 2 2 1 1 2
say. Thus R ( R ( R , as required.1 2
 .THEOREM 3.9 Bott's Theorem . Suppose that q is not a root of unity.
 . qFor w g Sym n and l g X with l q r g X we ha¨e
IndG k , if i s l w ; .i G B lR Ind k (B w?l  0, otherwise.
Proof. First suppose that l f Xq. We shall show that RiIndG k s 0B w?l
for all i, by induction on i. We have IndG k s 0 by Lemma 3.2. NowB w?l
suppose i ) 0 and let m s w ? l. Since m f Xq we have m y m s ymj jq1
 .  . - 0, for some j, by Lemma 3.2 i . Let P s P a , where a s 1, . . . , 1, 2, 1,
. i G iy1 G. . . , 1 , with 2 in the jth position. We get R Ind k ( R Ind (B m P
R1IndP k , by Lemma 3.1. But R1IndP k and IndP k have the sames ?mB m B m B j
P  .character and Ind k is irreducible, as a P-module, by Lemma 3.1 i ,B s ?mj
hence these modules are isomorphic. We therefore get RiIndG k (B m
Riy1IndG IndP k , and this is Riy1IndG k s Riy1IndG k , by LemmaP B s ?m B s ?m B s w?lj j j
3.1. Thus we get RiIndG k s 0 by the inductive hypothesis.B m
q  .Now suppose that l g X . Then the Sym n -orbit of l q r is regular.
i G  .Note that for w s 1 we get R Ind k s 0 for all i / 0 s l 1 by theB l
 .vanishing theorem. Now suppose that l w ) 0 and that the result holds
X  .  X.  . qfor all w g Sym n with l w - l w . Then m s w ? l f X so we have
IndG k s 0. Let 1 F j - n be such that m y m s ym - 0. As abovej jq1B m
we have RiIndG k ( Riy1IndG k s Riy1IndG k . Furthermore, wes ?mB m B B s w?lj j
 .  .have l s w s l w y 1 and the assertion for w ? l follows from the induc-j
tive assumption.
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 . i GPROPOSITION 3.10 Grothendieck Vanishing . We ha¨e R Ind s 0 forB
n .all i ) .2
Proof. First suppose that q is not a root of unity. The functors RiIndGB
commute with direct limits so it suffices to show that RiIndGV s 0 forB
every finite dimensional B-module V. By the long exact sequence, it
suffices to show that RiIndG k s 0 for every m g X. Writing m s w ? lB m
for some l q r g Xq we see that this follows from Bott's theorem and
n .  .  .the fact that l w F for all w g Sym n .2
Now suppose that q is a primitive lth root of unity, for some integer l.
lw x w xLet k G be the subalgebra of k G generated by c , for all 1 F x, y F n,x y
yl w x w x w xand d . Then k G is central in k G , by 5, 1.3.2 Corollary . We denote
 .by G the corresponding subgroup see Section 1 . Then we get from1
a a11 n nw x w x Corollary 2.4 that k G is free over k G on c . . . c : 0 F a - l for11 nn x y
4 w x n2all 1 F x, y F n . We also get that k G has k-dimension l , in particular1
w xG is finite. Let B be the quantum group whose coordinate algebra k B1
w x w x w xis the image of k G under the restriction map k G ª k B , and let B1
w xbe the corresponding subgroup of B. Then Corollary 2.4 gives that k B is
nw x  . w xfree over k B of rank l , which is the dimension of k B .12
i G i w x.Let V be a B-module. For i G 0 we have R Ind V ( H B, V m k G ,B
 .by Proposition 1.3 iii . We also have a spectral sequence with E -term2
Us t  w x..  w x.H B, H B , V m k G converging to H B, V m k G . Since B is fi-1 1
w x < w x nite k G is injective, by the Theorem of 14 . One could also argueB1
w x <  .that k G is injective by Proposition 1.5 iii and the restriction of anG1
injective G to B is injective by the freeness theorem of Nichols and1 1
w x w x <  w x < . < .Zoeller 24 , so that k G s k G is injective. Therefore theB G B1 1 1
i w x.spectral sequence degenerates and we get H B, V m k G (
i 0  w x.H B, H B , V m k G . Now let S be a finite dimensional submodule of1
w x w xk G such that the restriction map S ª k G is surjective. This map splits1
w x over G since k G is injective and hence projective by the self injectivity1 1
w x. w xof finite dimensional Hopf algebras 20 . Thus k G embeds in S, as a1
G w xG -module. Applying Ind to inclusion an injection k G ª S gives a1 G 11
Gw x w xG-module embedding k G ª S m Ind k s S m k G , which is G-split,G1w xas k G is injective. Thus we have an embedding of vector space
i 0 i 0  w x..   w x.. w xH B, H B , V m k G ª H B, H B , V m S m k G . Since k G is1 1
i 0 trivial as a G -module, and hence B -module, we get H B, H B , S m1 1 1
i. w x.  w x.V m k G ( H B, Z m k G , for some B-module Z. However, we also
i i G n w x.  .  .have H B, Z m k G ( R Ind Z, by Proposition 1.3 iii . But i ) sB 2
i Gdim GrB so that R Ind Z vanishes, by the classical form of GrothendieckB
w x. i Gvanishing for algebraic groups 19, I, 5.12 Prop. b . Hence R Ind V s 0,B
as required.
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4. FINITE DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS
We now connect the representation theory of quantum GL with then
q-Schur algebras. A great deal of information on the Schur algebras and
their q-analogues treated from the homological point of view relevant
. w xhere can be found in the recent book by Martin 22 .
q  . G  .  U .UFor l g X we put = l s Ind k . We put D l s = l , whereB l
U  .  .l s yw l and w is the longest element of Sym n . The module = l0 0
 .  .  .U  .has simple socle L l and D yw l s = l has simple head L yw l .0 0
 .U  .U  .Thus Z s D yw l has simple socle L yw l ( L l . Now ch Z s0 0
 .x l so Z has highest weight l giving rise to a non-zero B-homomor-
phism Z ª k . We obtain, via Frobenius reciprocity, a G-homomorphisml
G  .u : Z ª Ind k s = l , which is non-zero on l weight spaces. Thus u isB l
injective on the G-socle of Z and hence a monomorphism. But dim Z s
 .  U .U  .dim = l so that u is an isomorphism. Thus we have D l ( = l .
Replacing l by lU we get the first part of the following. The argument
  .U .U  .also yields = l ( = l , which gives the second part.
 . q  .U  U .  .U  U .1 For l g X we ha¨e D l ( = l and = l ( D l .
The following is deduced from Kempf's Vanishing Theorem as in the
reductive group case due to Cline, Parshall, Scott and van der Kallen; see
w x.19, II, 4.13 Proposition
 . q2 For l, m g X and i G 0 we ha¨e
k , if i s 0 and m s yw l;0iExt D l , = m s .  . .G  0, otherwise.
 .Let V g Mod G . We say that an ascending G-module filtration 0 s V0
 ` .F V F ??? with V s D V is good if each successive quotient V rV1 is0 i i iy1
 . qis either 0 or isomorphic to = l for some l g X . More generally, for ai i
  ..composition a of n and V g Mod P a we say an ascending filtration
0 s V F V F ??? with V s D` V is good if, for each i ) 0, V rV is0 1 is0 i i iy1
either 0 or isomorphic to Ind P a.k , for some l g Xq. It is easy to proveB l i aiw x  w x .the following as in 8, Sect. 4.2 see also 31 for the first part .
 .  . q  .  .3 i For l, m g X the G-module = l m = m has a good filtration.
 . q  .ii For l g X and a composition a s a , . . . , a of n the restric-1 m
 . <tion = l has a good filtration.P a.
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 .The multiplicity of = l in a G-module V which has a good filtration is
  ..independent of the choice filtration, we denote this number V : = l . We
have:
 .  .   .. 4 If V g Mod G has a good filtration then V : = L s dim V m
 U ..G= l .
A subset p of Xq is called saturated if l g p and m F l with m g Xq
implies m g p . Let p be a finite saturated subset of Xq. If V is a
 .G-module we denote by O V the largest G-submodule of V such that allp
  . 4composition factors of V belong to the set L l : l g p . We have the
 .  w x.generalized Schur coalgebra A p s O k G , a finite dimensional sub-p
w x  .  .Ucoalgebra of k G . We call the dual algebra S p s A p a generalized
w  .  .xSchur algebra. One gets, as in the ``classical case'' 9, 2.2c , 2.2d that
 .   ..2  .S p has dimension  dim = l . Any S p -module is naturally algp
 .G-module and for S p -modules V , V we have:1 2
 . i  . i  .5 Ext V , V ( Ext V , V for all i G 0.Sp . 1 2 G 1 2
 w  .x.Also, as in the ``classical case'' one has cf. 9, 2.2h :
 .   . 4  .6 L l : l g p is a full set of simple S p -modules. For l g p , let
 .  .  .  .I l be the injecti¨ e hull of L l , as an S p -module. Then I l has a good
 .filtration, with sections in = m , m g p , and the filtration multiplicity
  .  ..  .I l : = m for m g p is equal to the composition multiplicity
w  .  .x= m : L l .
 .Thus the category of S p -modules is a high weight category, equiva-
 . w xlently S p is a quasi-hereditary algebra in the sense of Cline et al. 2 . As
w  .x q .  .in the classical case 10, 1.3 , taking p s L n, r , we get S n, r , the
 .U  .Schur algebra, i.e., the algebra dual A n, r of the coalgebra A n, r .
w  .x  .Remark. The proof given in 26, 11.5.2 that S n, r is quasihereditary
is valid when q is not a root of unity or "q is an odd root of unity. The
 w xproof given there essentially the argument given by Parshall 25 for
.ordinary Schur algebras is rather different from the above. The key point
 .  q ..is that the module D l for l g L n, r is the universal module of high
weight l and has dimension independent of q and k. This is closely
related to the universal property for Weyl modules for algebraic groups,
w x .first proved by Humphreys; see 18, Sect. 1 . These properties follow also
 .in our setup, from 1 and Weyl's Character Formula, Theorem 3.6. The
Parshall]Wang argument is therefore valid in the present context. This
w xargument is also given 22, pp. 200]202 , but without justification of the
``universal property of Weyl modules.''
We prove now a general result on quasihereditary algebras. Let S be a
finite dimensional k-algebra. We assume that S is Schurian, that is
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 .   . 4End L s k, for every simple S-module L. Let L l : l g L be a fullS
set of simple S-modules and let F be a partial ordering on L with respect
w xto which S is quasihereditary in the sense of Cline et al. 2 . For each
 .  .l g L let D l and = l be respectively the standard and costandard
modules labelled by l. By a partial tilting module, we mean a finite
dimensional S-module R such that R has a filtration whose sections are
all isomorphic to standard modules and a filtration whose sections are all
w xisomorphic to costandard modules. By a result of Ringel 27 , for each
 .l g L there exists an indecomposable partial tilting module R l such
 .  .that in a costandard filtration of R l the module = l occurs exactly once
 .as a section and all other sections have the form = m for some m - l.
 .Furthermore, every partial tilting module is a direct sum of copies of R l ,
l g L.
w xFor a finite dimensional S-module V, we denote by V the correspond-
ing element of the Grothendieck group of finite dimensional S-modules. If
 .  .M is a finite dimensional left S-module with a filtration by = l 's l g L
 .   .. the multiplicity of = m in any such filtration is denoted M : = m for
.m g L .
 . w  .x w  .x7 Let S be a quasi-hereditary algebras with = l s D l , for all
l g L. If e¨ery partial tilting module is injecti¨ e then S is semisimple.
 .  .Proof. Let E m denote the S-module injective hull of L m , for
 .  .  .  .m g L. We prove by induction that R m s E m s L m s = m s
 .D m , for all m g L. We suppose m g L and that this property holds for
  .  ..all l - m. Suppose, for a contradiction, that R m : = l / 0 for some
 .l - m and let m be minimal with this property. Then = l embeds in
 .  .  .R m , and by injectivity of = l we have that = l is a direct summand
 .  .and, by indecomposability, R m s = l . This is impossible, as
  .  ..  .  .  .R m : = m s 1 and so R m s = m . The partial tilting module R m
 .  .also has a standard filtration and we must have R m s D m , by the
 .  .  .hypothesis. However, = m has simple socle L m and D m has simple
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .head L m so we get R m ( = m ( D m ( L m . Now R m ( E t ,
 .  .  .for some t g L and R m ( = m has a simple socle L m so m s t and
 .  .  .  .  .hence L m is injective. Thus we have R m s E m s L m s = m s
 .D m , for all m g L. Thus every simple module is injective and therefore S
is semisimple.
w  .x w  .xThe following result is obtained in 5, 3.3.2 and 26, 11.4.4 with the
aid of Hecke algebras:
 .  .8 Mod G is semisimple if and only if q is not a root of unity or k has
characteristic 0 and q s 1.
Proof. Suppose that q / 1 and q is an lth root of unity. We have
 . l .  .= le ( S E . Now = le has a simple socle and the k-span of the lth1 1
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powers el , . . . , el of the canonical basis elements of E forms a proper1 n
 .submodule. Hence Mod G is not semisimple. If q s 1 and k has charac-
p p  .teristic p ) 0 the k-span of e , . . . , e is a proper submodule of = pe1 n 1
 .and so Mod G is not semisimple.
Now suppose that q is not a root of unity or q s 1 and k has
 . j .characteristic 0. For j G 0, the symmetric power = je s S E is simple,1
w x j .  .  . j1 .by 30, 3.1 Theorem . Hence S E s L je s D je . Thus S E1 1
jm .m ??? m S E is a partial tilting module, for all j , . . . , j G 0. However,1 m
 . j1 .every injective S n, r -module is a direct summand on S E m ??? mq
jm . S E , for some j , . . . , j G 0 with j q ??? qj s r by the argument of1 m 1 m
w x w x.17, Sect. 4.8 ; see also 11, 3.4 Lemma . Thus the injective modules
 .  .coincide with the partial tilting modules and so, by 7 , the algebra S n, r
 .is semisimple for all r G 0. Thus every A n, r -comodule is semisimple
w  .x  .and, by 17, Remark following 2.2c , every M n -module is semisimple.
Given a finite dimensional G-module V the module V m Dmr is naturally
 .an M n -module, for r c 0, where D is the determinant module, i.e., the
 .one dimensional G-module of weight 1, . . . , 1 . It follows that every finite
dimensional G-module is semisimple and therefore every G-module is
semisimple.
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